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In many ways, 2013 was a year of transition.

The revised Code of Corporate Governance 
effectively kicked in for listed companies in 
2013 and the new requirements of the Code will 
need to be reflected in annual reports coming 
out this year.

After the public consultation over the last 
year, we also expect the largest number of 
amendments to the Singapore Companies Act 
since its enactment to be passed into law later 
this year. 

SID too has seen organisational transitions 
as it implemented constitutional changes in 
alignment with the revisions to the Code. 
Since November 2012, more than half of the 
Governing Council members are new. 

Similarly, the secretariat has seen renewal with 
continuity; we welcomed a new executive 
director and created the position of Head of 
Professional Development.

2013 saw the rollout of several strategic 
thrusts – initiated under the leadership of my 
predecessor, John Lim – to bring SID to the 
next level.

Against this transitional background, this issue 
of the SID Directors’ Bulletin is, in many respects, 

a microcosm of the changes at SID. Apart from 
sporting what we hope readers would view as an 
improved look (including font size for the senior 
generation), the contents reflect SID’s objectives 
and programmes going forward. 

For example, the curriculum for the 
professional development of directors is being 
revamped by a team led by Vice-Chair Yvonne 
Goh. The new professional development 
framework will cover the full spectrum of 
training for the different kinds of directors and 
their respective needs. As a result, we will see 
a refinement of existing courses and the launch 
of new ones. 

Another area of increasing importance is 
advocacy of directorship matters. Vice-Chair 
Adrian Chan now leads an enlarged Advocacy 
& Research Committee to develop positions 
and thought leadership. Adrian and his team 
have also started a thought provoking weekly 
series called “Boardroom Matters” in   
The Business Times and BT Invest. 

Together with key partners, SID recently 
completed the Board of Directors’ Survey. 
Check out the findings in this issue.

Expect to read more of these enhanced 
programmes and thinking on current issues as 
we gallop into the Year of the Horse. Enjoy!

DIRECTIONS

Transitioning to 
a galloping new year 

DIRECTIONS By WILLIE CHENG
 Chairman, SID
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By  JACOB TAN & NA BOON CHONG
 Aon Hewitt

Aligning with the

FEATURES
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Boards of Singapore listed companies have 

begun to adopt the revised guidelines in the 

Code of Corporate Governance 2012, revealed 

the Singapore Board of Directors Survey 2013.

FEATURES
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The Survey, a collaboration by the Singapore 
Institute of Directors, Singapore Exchange, 

Aon Hewitt, Egon Zehnder International and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, also identified areas 
where companies have been slow to respond: 
chiefly in the areas of remuneration policies,  
risk management, and gender diversity.

The 2013 Survey was the eighth in the series 
which started in 2000. A total of 103 companies 
from a diverse mix of industries participated. 

Remuneration
As part of the survey, respondents were asked 
which guidelines they found most challenging 
to comply with. Not surprisingly, the top three 
challenges identified all concerned remuneration 
policies. 

Companies found it hard to comply with disclosing 
the link between top executive remuneration and 
performance, introducing contractual clawbacks, 
and aligning remuneration to risk policies. From 
our experience with companies, this difficulty is due 
more to design than implementation issues. 

This section of the survey received the least 
responses. Despite the broader push for 
greater transparency in remuneration policies, 
companies still appear hesitant to share such 
information. In fact, 68% of respondents 
indicated that they had no intention of 
disclosing remuneration details of individual 
directors and the CEO in the coming year. 

Chief of the reasons was confidentiality (81% of 
respondents). Following this, the reasons given 

Exhibit 1. Challenges under the revised Code of Corporate Governance
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Risk Management will possibly 
be the highest priority item on 
the agenda of most boards in the 
coming year. Faced with greater 
risks that are more complex and 
inter-related than ever before, 
more boards are actively involved 
in the area of risk management. 

are appointing C-suite executives to be in charge of 
risk management, and even forming a board-level 
risk committee. Concomitantly, 75% of companies 
are turning to external parties for help in risk 
management processes. 

Unanimously, all respondents agreed that the 
board is involved in determining the broad level 
and type of risk that the organisation could accept. 
Moreover, all of them commented on the adequacy 
and effectiveness of internal controls, indicating 
that boards have embraced the challenges on risk 
management and have performed relatively well.

Other Highlights from the study include:

Board Evaluation: Assessing 
board performance was flagged 
out as an area that many 
respondents found challenging, 
chiefly due to uncertainty about 

how objectivity and a rigorous assessment might 
be implemented. The predominant method 
for board assessment adopted is questionnaire 
(76%), followed by observation (33%) and open 
discussion (27%). External parties have been 
used by 16% of companies to help facilitate 
the assessment of individual directors, board 
committees, and the board as a whole. 

include prevention of talent poaching (50%); 
preventing upward pressure on remuneration 
due to market comparison (29%); and because 
remuneration is set on a case by case basis (26%).

We find it hard to support the view that pay 
information needs to be kept confidential 
considering that one of the over-riding principles 
of corporate governance is transparency. We 
think that a more valid reason may be the lack of 
having a sound and rational remuneration policy 
in place, which would make disclosure difficult.
Furthermore, the Code of Corporate Governance 
encourages companies to align the level and 
structure of remuneration with the long-term 
interest and risk policies of the company. 

However, only 13% of respondents indicated 
that they had a deferred long term incentive 
plan in compliance with the Code. Another 19% 
indicated that they are considering one in the next 
12 months. This leaves 68% of companies which 
do not intend to have any deferred long term 
incentive component. Again, design issues may 
be the cause here.

The Code also encourages companies to have 
clawback provisions, but an overwhelming 
majority (90%) do not have such provisions  
a year after the Code was introduced. Only an 
additional 2% of companies are considering 
putting in place such provisions over the next 12 
months. It appears that companies find the legal 
complexities of contractual clawback provisions 
too daunting and onerous.

Risk Management will possibly be the highest 
priority item on the agenda of most boards in the 
coming year. Faced with greater risks that are 
more complex and inter-related than ever before, 
more boards are actively involved in the area of 
risk management. 

Traditionally, risk management was left to the 
internal audit department. Increasingly, companies 

FEATURES
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Director Training: The 
professional development of 
directors was also identified by 
the survey as an area of challenge. 
While companies have identified 

the most important additional knowledge and skill 
areas they want to see improved at the board level, 
the training provided to directors has not matched 
these areas. Companies identified regional 
business exposure, business and management, 
and industry knowledge as important areas for 
the board to grow in. On the other hand, the type 
of training provided was mainly on directors’ 
duties and liabilities (54%) and risk management 
(37%), and 26% of respondents said no training 
was required. Perhaps the gap could be bridged 
by recruiting new directors or by organising 
knowledge updates and briefings. 

Multiple Directorships: 
Increasingly, companies are 
imposing restrictions on how 
many directorships their directors 
may hold. In the latest survey, 

there was a marked increase – from 7% to 
28% – of companies that have begun to impose 
limitations on multiple directorships. For the 
companies which have imposed restrictions, six  
is the median number of allowed directorships.

Board Renewal: While there is 
no mandatory retirement age 
or specified period for non-
executive directors to leave the 
board, companies are increasingly 

looking to introduce guidelines. Currently, 18% of 
respondents have set time limits before directors 
are considered non-independent and 55% intend 
to do so in the future. Of the 38% that responded 
to the question, 41% consider nine years to be 
the benchmark for determining directors to be 
non-independent, while 39% use an assessment of 
objectivity and independence instead.

Board Diversity: The percentage 
of women board members 
remains small. There has been 
much discussion on promoting 
board diversity by bringing 

in more women on boards but only 5% of 
respondents have policies to encourage greater 
female representation at board level. While this 
might be dismal, 25% of respondents say there 
is no challenge in promoting gender diversity; 
perhaps a reason why they do not see a need to 
have specific policies for gender diversity. The 
most common reason given for the paucity of 
women at the board level is the lack of suitable 
candidates (46%). 

[Ed: The annual Singapore Board Diversity 
Report 2013 showed only a miniscule increase in 
the percentage of women in the boardrooms of 
Singapore-listed corporations; from 7.3% in 2012 
to 7.9% in 2013. Check out Gender diversity: More 
fiction than fact on Page 19.]

Priorities
Where do directors spend most of their time? 
What are their current priorities? In order of time 
spent, respondents say these are the areas with 
greatest time and attention:

1. Performance Management

2. Corporate Governance and Compliance

3. Strategy Execution

4. Risk Management

5. Strategy Development

6. Leadership and Talent Management

While few directors thought the time spent on 
these activities should decrease in the future, 
54% of respondents felt that the area that 
needed more time in the future was Leadership 
and Talent Management. Following from this, 
the other areas that respondents felt needed 

FEATURES
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boosting in terms of board and director attention 
were strategy development, strategy execution, 
risk management, corporate governance and 
compliance, and performance management.  
This is almost a perfect inversion of the list of 
current priorities.

On the subject of leadership and talent 
management, only 54% of respondents currently 
look into the development of the CEO and top 

executive leadership team, and then 73% of those 
do so only informally. 

For strategy development, 55% of companies 
surveyed do not have a dedicated strategy session. 

The Board of Directors Survey 2013 has shown 
that the impact of the revised Code of Corporate 
Governance has begun to filter through board 
practices in Singapore. 

Exhibit 2. Respondents who would like to change the amount of time spent on the 
following board activities
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Organisations need not follow strictly the order 
of the content elements, though, but may vary 
these according to their unique circumstances 
in accordance with the judgement of senior 
management and the Board of Directors.  

Nonetheless, the reports should present 
the content in a way that clearly shows the 
interconnections between the elements. 

Its vision is for integrated thinking and 
integrated reports to be the new norm, with 
greater coherence and efficiency in the reporting 
process as the new philosophy and standards 
become thoroughly embedded in every form 
of communication by an organisation to 
stakeholders. 

Integrated Concept 
An integrated report is different from financial 
statements and sustainability reports. It is a 
“designated, identifiable communication” and 
may form part of another report prepared by an 
organisation for compliance purposes. 

Three fundamental concepts of integrated 
reporting are:

• Value creation for the organisation and for 
others

• The capitals
• The value creation process

Under the IR Framework, the Board of Directors 
must provide a statement setting out their 

COUNTING BEANS

Integrated Reporting: Be prepared

COUNTING BEANS
By  CHALY MAH
 SID Council Member

The days when a company could simply 
focus on a healthy bottom line in its financial 
statement are gone. Today, businesses face 
heightened expectations. They have a role to 
play in society and they have more stakeholders 
to answer to: investors, shareholders, 
employees, regulators, environmentalists and 
special interest groups. 

There is increasing pressure to evolve and 
progress corporate reporting. The new buzzword 
is integrating reporting which would provide 
diverse stakeholders a coherent and holistic 
view of the organisation. Integrated reports 
provide information about strategy, governance, 
performance and prospects, and how these 
would affect the organisation’s ability to create 
and sustain value. When executed properly, 
integrated reports help companies to make better 
decisions and manage their businesses more 
effectively.

The International Integrated Reporting Council 
(IIRC), a global coalition of regulators, investors, 
companies, standard-setters, the accounting 
profession and NGOs, believes that corporate 
reporting must evolve to include all factors 
affecting an organisation’s ability to create value 
over the short, medium and long term. 

The Council released the International IR 
Framework in December 2013, spelling out new 
standards in corporate reporting. The framework 
establishes guiding principles and content 
elements for the integrated report.
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responsibility for the integrity of the integrated 
reports; that the board has applied its collective 
mind to the preparation and presentation of the 
reports; and that the integrated reports are in 
accordance with the framework.

This question of boards providing such 
statements was the most contentious issue arising 
from the IIRC’s consultation process with just 
over 50% of respondents supporting it. However, 
investor representatives felt that this statement 
is necessary to add credibility to the reports. 
Singapore companies would need to consider 
and evaluate how they would discharge  
this responsibility.

According to the IIRC, more than 100 companies 
globally have signed up for its pilot programme, 
including DBS Bank, which was the first Singapore 
member, China Light & Power, Deutsche Bank, 
HSBC, Hyundai Engineering and Construction, 
NAB, PepsiCo., Tata Steel and Unilever.  

IIRC has an emerging IR database of examples from 
various annual and integrated reports that illustrate 
specific Guiding Principles and Content Elements. 
This database is accessible at www.theiirc.org

The auditors’ role in providing assurance on 
integrated reports will need to be developed 
and the International Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board has already provided for the 
development of an assurance standard in this 
area in their strategy. In the meantime, auditors 
may need to use principles in existing assurance 
standards when working with companies to 
provide assurance on integrated reports.

Currently, there is no regulatory requirement for 
integrated reports except in South Africa. This is 
a market-led initiative that encourages companies 
to communicate their value creation story, rather 
than create another compliance burden.

It remains to be seen whether the traditional 
annual report will be replaced by the integrated 
report.  This depends on whether the information 
included in the report meets the needs of 
stakeholders and how readily available it is 
within the company.  Replacing the annual report 
is not something that will happen immediately.

Chaly Mah is the CEO of Deloitte Asia Pacific and 
Chairman of Deloitte Singapore
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By TILL VESTRING & CHARLES ORMISTON
 Bain & Company, Singapore

Chairmen: 
From agenda to action

Board chairmen admit they struggle to strike the 
balance between accepting management’s strategy 
on faith, and aggressively challenging it. They 
know both extremes can lead to underperformance. 

The most effective chairmen use the natural tension 
inherent in the board-management relationship in  

a constructive way, helping management do a better job 
of steering the company than they would without critical 
independent guidance. 

This theme emerged at the inaugural Board Chairmen’s 
Conversation, hosted by SID with global strategy 

FEATURES
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consulting firm, Bain & Company. The luncheon 
roundtable brought together a dozen board 
chairmen of some of the large listed companies 
in Singapore. Joining them was Bain’s guest 
Mr Ken Hanna, Chairman of Inchcape PLC and 
Aggreko PLC, who provided a global chairman’s 
perspective.

The event is the first of a new series of Chairmen’s 
Conversations which are organised by SID in 
conjunction with relevant partners. In addition 
to board chairmen, SID will host similar 
Conversations with the chairmen of audit 
committees, remuneration committees, nominating 
committees and board risk committees. 

Setting the Agenda
Mr Charles Ormiston, Chairman of Bain & 
Company, South East Asia, presented a five-step 
approach to setting the board agenda, starting 
with identifying the strategic areas that deliver 
most of the company’s value. With this approach 
the entire board agrees to – and even provides 
input to –the list of strategy themes and their 
relative importance. 

Some of these strategy themes are recurring, such 
as customers, competitors, technology and supply 

chain. In addition, chairmen and their boards 
also need to determine which special topics have 
particular relevance to the company in the current 
competitive environment. 

According to Bain’s five-step approach, the board 
chairman then sequences the agenda, designating 
topics that may require deep dives or refinement 
in separate offsite discussions. 

One example of a special topic faced by many 
Singaporean boards is China, the world’s biggest 
producer and exporter of goods. Companies are 
asking how they might participate in China’s 
growth, negotiating both the opportunities and 
threats it represents. 

In the case of Keppel, China is such an important 
part of its business that Dr Lee Boon Yang, 
Chairman of Keppel, noted that in the past three 
years the board had held two meetings in China 
in order to provide directors a better feel for the 
market situation. 

Mr Simon Israel, Chairman of Singtel, said, 
“Western companies spend a lot of time making 
the decision to invest but they do not spend the 
time to think about what it takes to make that 
initial investment successful.” He observed that 
Western companies also struggle to understand 
issues from the Chinese perspective. “This is 
an area in which Singaporean companies have 
an advantage. They intuitively understand the 
Chinese perspective better than their Western 
counterparts.” 

Preparation
There is no substitute for preparation – the 
second step – and it is up to board chairmen to  
set the tone. 

To prepare for its meetings, Mr R Jayachandran, 
Chairman of Olam, said that his board members 
regularly visit various group operations to get  
a deeper understanding of its business. 

FEATURES

Ken Hanna (Inchcape, Aggreko) and Till Vestring (Bain)
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At Keppel, technology has been identified as 
a cornerstone for its success. To stay at the 
forefront of Offshore and Marine, the company 
established a Keppel Technology Advisory Panel 
with international and local experts. The Panel 
meets annually with management and the board 
to discuss technological developments that could 
impact Keppel’s business.  

At Inchcape and Aggreko, Chairman Hanna 
recommends continuing informal discussions 
between executive and non-executive board 
members. By sharing ideas regularly, the board  
is able to provide input on an ongoing basis. 

Similarly, Dr Lee said that he encourages Keppel’s 
and SPH’s managements to keep their respective 
boards apprised throughout the year.

Other ways to update the board on critical 
matters include producing “early warning” 
white papers on key strategy issues or reports 
on emerging opportunities like mergers and 
acquisitions. 

The exception seems to be boards of entrepreneurial 
or family-controlled corporations. “Managements 

of such companies are not necessarily looking to the 
board for strategic direction,” said CDL Chairman 
Kwek Leng Beng. “The owner likely has a clear 
sense of where to go.”

Strategy Meeting
Participants agree that nobody wins when 
management arrives at board meetings with a 
fully-baked strategy, presented as a fait accompli 
and with little interest in discussion or input from 
non-executive board members. 

According to Mr Israel, in Singtel’s two-day 
annual strategic retreat, the board addresses an 
agenda set by the chairman in collaboration with 
the board and CEO, and ensures that all strategic 
options are on the table. 

Long presentations with little room for response 
are seldom effective. Instead, the chairman needs 
to tee up relevant topics and then encourage and 
accommodate robust discussion. This is the third 
step of the Bain approach.

Instead of Powerpoint presentations, Inchcape’s 
Mr Hanna suggests exploring fundamental 
discussions such as “Are we investing enough 

From left: Koh Yong Guan (SMRT), Lim Ming Seong (First Resources), Fang Ai Lian (Great Eastern), Simon Israel (SingTel), Till Vestring (Bain)

FEATURES
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in R&D?” or  “Should we divest a non-core 
business?” Or “Should we be in Country X?” 

In the best-run meetings, management itself 
questions the very strategy it presents. 

To spur a comprehensive discussion, Great 
Eastern’s Mrs Fang Ai Lian recommends getting 
management to put forward different options 
which management has considered before 
arriving at the recommended one. 

Questions or comments by non-executive 
directors can be construed by management as 
challenges or lack of support. On the other hand, 
there are times when non-executive directors feel 
their comments are ignored. Getting everyone 
on the same page is an important role of the 
board chairman, and building rapport between 
management and non-executive directors is 
crucial to success.

Action
In the final analysis, it is the actions that yield 
results. The best-run board retreat is wasted if it 
does not include a plan to turn strategy to action, 
utilising available resources. 

At the end of each strategic retreat, the Singtel 
board and management formally align on the 
strategic direction, including expectations, 
priorities and timing, so that management has  
a clear mandate moving forward with the board’s 
full support.

Mr Israel said that the Nominating Committee 
is even tasked with checking if the board has 
the right people for the agreed-upon strategic 
direction. For example, if online advertising was 

Companies need to move 
away from the notion that board 
membership is rigid. You can 
ask people to step down early 
if you need different skills on 
the board. That is better than 
just adding people to the board, 
which can make it unwieldy.

Mr Simon Israel
Chairman, Singtel

From left: Charles Ormiston (Bain), Goh Geok Leng (Sembcorp Marine), R. Jayachandran (Olam), Hsieh Fu Hua (UOB Bank), Dr Lee Boon Yang 
(Keppel, SPH)

FEATURES
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the strategic direction, then it would suggest 
adding a board member with relevant experience. 

He added that boards need to retain the flexibility 
to adjust the number of members as required. 
“Companies need to move away from the notion 
that board membership is rigid. You can ask 
people to step down early if you need different 
skills on the board. That is better than just 
adding people to the board, which can make it 
unwieldy.”

Performance Tracking
Finally, boards need a mechanism to track the 
progress of major initiatives and to ensure risks 
are mitigated while results are delivered. This is 
the fifth step of the Bain approach. In a strategy 
to expand into China, for example, the board 
would likely require quarterly updates from 
management. 

Mr Hanna suggested even linking strategic initiatives 
to performance appraisals and remuneration.

Only by tracking progress can boards accurately 
assess how far a company has progressed toward 
its goals. 

Whether the company is expanding into China,  
or adopting new technology, or divesting non-
core businesses, strategic thinking needs to be at 
the heart of the board of directors’ agenda. 

SID Chairman Willie Cheng summarised the 
discussion by noting that highly effective 
chairmen play a critical role in putting the 
strategy front and centre, and guiding the board’s 
deliberations with wisdom. Based on feedback 
from the participants, he said that the next 
Chairmen’s Conversation would likely be on the 
chairman’s role in crisis management.

From left: Charles Ormiston (Bain), Willie Cheng (SID), Wong Meng Meng (Mapletree Industrial), Koh Yong Guan (SMRT), 
Kwek Leng Beng (CDL)

FEATURES
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By ANNABELLE YIP
 WongPartnership LLP

Gender diversity: 
More fiction than fact

The Singapore Board Diversity Report 2013 showed only a miniscule increase in 
the percentage of women in the boardrooms of Singapore-listed corporations. Why, 
when diversity is good for the boardroom? What is needed to improve the situation: 
more carrots or more sticks?

It is a truism that diversity is good for the 
boardroom. 

A diversity of professional background, 
nationality, industry, knowledge, age and 
generation, work and life experience, skills, 
education, and gender, adds value to the 
boardroom. Complemented by progressive 
refreshing of the board, diversity on the board 
helps to prevent group-think, provides directors 
with different perspectives and insights and 
fodder for new ideas, encourages new and 
sometimes innovative ways of thinking, promotes 
debate, and makes directors work harder to 
defend and persuade other directors to concur 
with their points of view.

Truism or no, the reality is that the boardrooms 
of Singapore public-listed companies have 
been sluggish to embrace diversity. The annual 
Singapore Board Diversity Report 2013 showed 
only a miniscule increase in the percentage of 
women in the boardrooms of Singapore-listed 
corporations; from 7.3% in 2012 to 7.9% in 2013. 
The year before it was 6.9%.

The Report is by the Centre for Governance, 
Institutions and Organisations at the National 
University of Singapore Business School and 

BoardAgender. It is based on the annual reports 
of 677 listed corporations on the Singapore 
Exchange.

At this snail’s pace, the Report notes that 
Singapore will catch up with the regional 
benchmark for gender diversity – Australia –   
in 2026. And this is assuming Australia remains  
at its current level of gender diveristy. 

In this regard, Singapore lags behind other Asian 
countries, including Indonesia, Malaysia, China 
and Hong Kong.  Women are even more under-
represented in Singapore leadership positions; 
less than 5% of Chairpersons and CEOs are 
women.  The Report also showed that 58.2% of 
SGX-listed boards have no women at all, and only 
13 out of 677 SGX-listed corporations surveyed 
have three or more women.

Why is this a concern and what are some of the 
reasons for doing something about it besides the 
approach of gentle encouragement that is taken in 
the Code of Corporate Governance 2012?

The Code has a single Guideline 2.6, relatively 
low down in the guidelines under Principle 2 on 
“Board Composition and Guidance”, stating that 
the Board and its committees should comprise 
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“directors who as a group provide an appropriate 
balance and diversity of skills, experience, gender 
and knowledge of the company”.  The Code is, 
for SGX-listed corporations, the only place in any 
rules or regulations in Singapore where gender 
– or other – diversity on the board of directors is 
expressly mentioned.

The focus on gender diversity is not an issue 
of prioritising gender above other aspects of 
diversity, but gender diversity is a low-hanging 
fruit that can be easily addressed and would 
yield meaningful results.  On the other hand, 
other types of diversity arguably tend to be more 
complex.  A properly structured board selection 
process will go some way to achieving diversity 
in other areas.

Based on measurements done using the 
Governance and Transparency Index over a 
five-year period, the Report also found that 
gender diversity has had a positive effect on firm 
performance in terms of return on assets and 
return on equity, as well as corporate governance 
quality.  It concluded that “Female board 
members seem to perform better in achieving 
goals for majority shareholders, compensation 
issues, transparency and investor relations – such 

as in the area of fairness and openness which 
helps in mitigating conflicts of interest.”  

Carrots and Sticks
It seems clear that despite the Code, Singapore 
listed corporations have dragged their feet on 
diversifying their boards. Do these corporations 
need a better carrot and/or a stronger stick?

Neighbouring Malaysia, which saw government 
action to redress gender imbalance on its boards 
in the form of an official target to achieve 30% 
representation on the boards of Malaysia-listed 
corporations by 2016 and the establishment 
by the Malaysian government of a Women 
Directors’ Programme, has made greater strides 
in increasing the percentage of women on boards. 

The Singapore government has set out a gender 
diversity task force to address gender diversity 
issues at the workplace and recently appointed an 
advisory panel comprising business leaders from 
the private sector. However, it remains to be seen 
what recommendations the task force will make.

Imposing a requirement to explicitly disclose the 
proportion of women on the board, and possibly 
also in senior management, in annual reports, 
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may go some way to increasing awareness. 
The disclosure should be accompanied by an 
explanation of the corporation’s policy or targets 
in relation to gender (and perhaps other aspects 
of) diversity, and also whether it is on track to 
meet its previously stated policy and targets. 
While gender balance is not mandated by way 
of quotas or externally-imposed targets, this 
approach compels corporations to be transparent 
before stakeholders and the public about where 
they stand on the issue.

The Report states that such an approach, to 
require companies to report on board diversity 
targets and their progress towards achieving 
them, thus putting the topic on the board’s 
agenda and forcing the board to measure 
diversity and take action, is the easiest tool 
available to accelerate change. 

It should be supplemented by other actions, 
including “mentoring programmes, tailored 
education, national or corporate policies 
addressing work-life issues and an inclusive and 
supportive corporate culture” as proposed in   
the Report.

To address a common criticism, highlighting 
the danger of tokenism in relation to the active 
encouragement of inclusion of women on boards 
is to willfully fail to recognise that the odds are 
inevitably stacked against bringing on board 
a woman, regardless of merit, for as long as 
directors are not required to do so.  Old habits 
die hard, and male directors will always be more 
comfortable recruiting other directors in the same 
familiar way, relying on the Singapore equivalent 
of the “old boys’ network”.  All things being 
equal, a male director has no incentive to consider 
which woman may fit the position if he thinks 
that a man can do the job and it is an easy choice 
for him to make. 
 
Until boards are sensitised to the need to address 
gender imbalance and the consequences if 

they fail to do so, things are unlikely to change 
much. The need for the corporation to redress 
gender imbalance or face certain unfavourable 
consequences will help also to encourage women 
directors to be less hesitant to recommend other 
able women to the board, because that will be 
seen as something the corporation actively  
needs to do.  This is not to say that women  
should be appointed to boards regardless of merit 
or competence.

Addressing gender diversity may help to 
promote diversity in other areas as well, perhaps 
increasing directors’ acceptance that board 
members do not necessarily have to be cut from 
similar cloth. Similarly, addressing diversity 
in other areas such as age or background, may 
well have a positive impact on appointment of 
women to boards.  The narrow preference of 
many local boards to appoint persons of a certain 
seniority who have just retired from top positions 
in large corporations is inward-looking and, 
indeed, dangerous in the fast-paced business 
environment of present times. The appointment 
of younger directors – increasing diversity as 
regards age or seniority – will likely lead to 
greater numbers of women on boards.  Indeed, 
the Report notes that women directors also tend 
to be younger than their male counterparts.

Increasing the pool of women directors it is 
hoped will lead to a virtuous cycle where more 
directors become more familiar with more women 
who are directors or in senior positions, leading 
to more of them being appointed with greater 
ease, so that over time they will become identified 
not just as women directors but as able equals to 
male directors, and gender becomes a secondary 
consideration.  In the distant future, it is hoped 
that there will no longer be a need to single out 
gender as a focus of diversity, and that appointing 
a woman as a director will come as naturally as 
appointing a man, and board diversity will have 
become a core value of the majority of Singapore 
listed corporations.
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SID partners INSEAD
Partnership will bring INSEAD’s International Directors Programme to Singapore and 
Asia, boosting professional development for directors.

Boards today work in an environment 
of greater challenge, pressure and risk 

while being held ever more accountable 
for performance and vitality. Added to this 
complexity is the challenge of working with  
a diverse group of fellow board members from 
different countries for many international boards.

Professor Jean-Francois Manzoni of INSEAD 
highlighted this in his presentation on “High 
Performance Boards” at the launch of the  
SID-INSEAD partnership on 28 January 2014   
at Marina Mandarin Hotel. 

INSEAD is one of the world’s leading and largest 
graduate business school. Its main campus is in 

Fontainebleau, France which started in 1960.   
In 2000, it opened its Asia campus in Singapore. 

The partnership will bring INSEAD’s 
International Directors Programme to 
Singapore. The programme has so far been 
conducted in Europe for over 250 directors from 
more than 30 countries since 2011.

The course consists of three modules: Board 
effectiveness; Board decision-making and 
oversight; and Director effectiveness and 
development. Each module is a 3-day session 
which offers practical and tested frameworks 
set in an international context, and tools to 
hone judgement, sharpen decision making 
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Directors Programme has been a fantastic 
success in Fontainebleau. It has attracted 
directors from all over the world, including 
many from Asia, Australia and New Zealand. 
Offering the programme in Singapore will make 
it easier for directors in the region to take part 
in the programmme. It will also allow directors 
from other parts of the world to come to Asia and 
increase their awareness of the specificities of this 
part of the world.”

and augment the oversight abilities   
of directors. 

The Asian programme will start in June 2014 and 
will be held in both Singapore and France. SID 
members will receive a discount on the course 
fee. Participants who successfully complete the 
programme may apply for the INSEAD Certificate 
in Corporate Governance – a recognised global 
credential in the field of governance excellence.

Colin Low, a Singaporean director on several 
international boards and a graduate of the 
programme, also spoke 
at the launch. He testified 
to the value he received 
during the course from 
the global perspectives 
and cultural diversity 
of the faculty and his 
fellow students, as well 
as the continuing value 
after the course from the 
international network he 
had established.

Professor Manzoni, 
who will co-direct the 
programme in Asia,  
said: “The International 

Those interested in the International Directors Programme 
can email IDP@sid.org.sg for more information.
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By AMY DUFF

CHANGING CHAIRS
A shake-up of Britain’s boardrooms under a revised Corporate Governance 
Code has attached greater importance to the role of chairman.

The role of chairman has historically been 
regarded as a slap on the back for a long 

career in industry. But as two separate reports -– 
by consultancy Iddas and executive firm Heidrick 
& Struggles -– illustrate times have changed. The 
role had become more serious; full-on if not full-
time; less anonymous, and more exposed than ever.

The financial crisis triggered a deep review 
of corporate governance guidelines and, by 

extension, the role of chairman. The Financial 
Reporting Council (FRC), the UK’s corporate 
governance regulator, has now introduced 
changes to the Corporate Governance Code 
to improve board effectiveness and increase 
accountability in the UK’s largest companies.

Helen Pitcher, chairman of Iddas, says that 
although those aspiring to the role still regard 
it as a considerable honour, they are thinking 
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long and hard about the strategic, financial and 
governance responsibilities they will assume. 
They realise that if there is a sudden crisis or 
structural challenge, they will be called 
to account.

“The chief executive gets all the credit when 
things are going well, but the minute things 
are going badly the chairman comes into the 
spotlight, as has happened with BP,” says Pitcher. 
“And the chairmen told us that it takes a huge 
amount of time, and far more time than it used 
to, to effectively discharge their responsibilities.” 
The events of the past few years have thrown into 
relief many boardroom issues, explains David 
Peters, managing partner at Heidrick & Struggles. 
“We’ve seen examples of non-executive directors 
on boards being found wanting, or chairmen not 
engaged enough, or fallen foul of an imbalance of 
power on the board.

The recent changes encourage a clearer statement 
of the board’s responsibilities relating to risk. 
Companies are urged to promote greater 
boardroom diversity, appoint people on merit and 
from different backgrounds, and approach more 
women to join boards.

“They’re now talking about proper debate in the 
boardroom, more than they were in the past,” 
says Francis Bergin, tutor for the IoD’s Role of 
the Company Chairman course. “They’re trying 
to avoid ‘group think’. They’re talking about 
externally facilitated reviews at least every three 
years. And that directors should be put forward 
for re-election every year, which the institutions 
aren’t very happy about, and nor am I.”

While three years is sensible, he suggests, one 
year could be destabilising. As Pitcher adds,  
some chairmen were sceptical that annual 
re-election would improve effectiveness or 
accountability. “Some people were saying that  

we need to make sure the governance isn’t 
driving the wrong behaviour,” she says. “So,   
for example, that it’s not driving short-termism.  
It’s not a popularity contest being on a board.”

IoD chairman and co-author of the recently 
published The Effective Board, Dr Neville 
Bain, points out that the challenge is to supply 
a governance framework that delivers long-
term success for the organisation in its mission 
and objectives. And this is where the chairman 
needs to focus on the culture of the boardroom 
and engagement with senior and non-executive 
directors. Are they challenging or supporting one 
another appropriately?

Peters would like to see a more rigorous 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the chairman 
based on clear and measurable criteria.  
The relationship between the chief executive and 
the chairman, as both reports highlighted, is also 
crucial. It’s the chairman’s job to stand out of 
the way while the chief executive gets on with 
running the company. In other words, to chair the 
board and not the business.

The chief executive gets all the 
credit when things are going well, 
but the minute things are going 
badly the chairman comes into the 
spotlight, as has happened with 
BP, and the chairmen told us that 
it takes a huge amount of time, 
and far more time than it used 
to, to effectively discharge their 
responsibilities.

Helen Pitcher
Chairman, Iddas
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But in many instances that distinction has 
become blurred. Which is why, says Bergin, the 
chairman and chief executive should list their 
responsibilities and division of duties and have 
them formally agreed by the board. “That way, 
you don’t get overlaps and turf wars.”

The chairman must pull together strong people 
who will have their own egos and agendas, and 
forge those into an effective team, continues 
Pitcher. “They need to support the vision and 
corral people without doing the CEO’s job. 
They’ve got influence without power,” she says.

Someone who has been in a boardroom for a 
while will have a good idea of what an effective 
chairman is supposed to be, adds Bergin. But 
with few women on British boards—only one in 
eight directors of top UK firms are female—how 
will companies find the kind of balance sought  
by the FRC?

Peters feels companies may find the diversity 
they’re seeking by drawing from a wider pool of 
candidates such as senior civil servants, heads of 
professional services firms or investment bankers. 
“It’s important for people who chair boards to 
understand the workings of the boardroom so 
you can’t really put people in there who haven’t 
been deeply immersed in boardroom activity,”  
he says. “But the traditional model of, ‘you’ve 
done your time as a CEO, now pick up   
a chairmanship’ isn’t enough for the future.”

He’d like to see younger directors placed in non-
executive roles earlier in their careers, with a view 
to a chairmanship before the age of 60. But now 
that the role is under so much scrutiny, could 
there be an issue around good people willing to 
take it on? 

Pitcher believes recent events have discouraged 
some people. “Because the role is so serious, it’s 
making people think twice,” she says. “If I do 
take on a chairmanship, which company is it 
going to be with? What’s the potential reputation 
damage for me? And how would I mitigate 
against that?”

There’s no room on the board for amateur 
directors, says Bergin. Not only do chairmen 
have to balance the needs and interests of 
multiple stakeholders and personalities, they 
also have to be alert to wider trends and 
issues. The best chairmen, then, are capable of 
having an external focus. The financial crisis 
has been a wake-up call for boards, which 
need now more than ever a set of able and 
motivated directors to steer their business.  
The role of the chairman is pivotal.

Secrets of Good Stewardship
The Stewardship Code is part of the corporate 
governance shake-up following the financial 
crisis. The Stewardship Code and the UK 
Corporate Governance Code have been designed 
by the FRC to be complementary sets

It’s important for people who chair boards to understand the 
workings of the boardroom so you can’t really put people in there who 
haven’t been deeply immersed in boardroom activity, But the traditional 
model of, ‘you’ve done your time as a CEO, now pick up a chairmanship’ 
isn’t enough for the future.

Helen Pitcher
Chairman, Iddas
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of good practice for institutional investors and 
company boards, with the aim of fostering 
more accountability.

Mark Goyder, director at thinktank Tomorrow’s 
Company, prefers to talk about stewardship as 
something that should be the joint focus of both 
companies and investors.

The FRC’s rule that investors publish details 
of how they engage with companies whose 
shares they own on behalf of trustees and other 
institutions — and reveal how they vote at annual 
general meetings — will make fund managers 
feel more accountable, says Goyder.

So what makes good stewardship? It starts 
with setting a clear direction, suggests Goyder. 
“Know the purpose, values and strategy of the 
business and roles and responsibilities. What 
the chairman is responsible for, and what the 
chief executive is responsible for. In the best-
run businesses these things are clear but 
in too many listed companies they’re left 
rather murky.”

Focus on continuously improving performance, 
he adds, and make sure you see the company 
“as part of the landscape”. Next, think about 
balancing the risks of today with the possibilities 
of tomorrow. 

Making the right appointments is vital to improving 
governance and stewardship, says Goyder. “What’s 
more important than having the right people to 
represent investors in the boardroom? What could 
be a more important focus for time-scarce investors 
than making sure the leading companies in which 
their funds are at risk know who the board are and 
how they’re performing?”

He concludes: “What’s needed is a more rigorous 
process of choosing directors. A less club-like 
process. Annual election is merely the discipline 
that ensures that process is happening.”
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• The CPD calendar year is from 1 January   
to 31 December and will commence for   
a member in the year following admission.

The second key initiative is a revamp of the 
curriculum framework which now groups 
CPD offerings under five main categories.  
The resulting curriculum map [see box] lays out 
the different levels of training and education 
available and illustrates our holistic approach 
to CPD.  From aspiring directors of local private 
companies, to the most experienced practitioners 
sitting on the boards of large listed Singapore 
and multi-national corporations, the SID training 
course schedule for 2014 gives every director, the 
opportunity to fulfil their ongoing training needs 
and objectives.   

The third and final initiative, and perhaps 
the most difficult to deliver, is to fill the gaps 
identified in the curriculum map and roll out   
a range of new programmes to address them. 

At the introductory level, the 2-hour seminar, 
So You Want to Be a Director provides a 
high level touch-and-go overview of the 
regulatory environment in Singapore and the 
duties and responsibilities of Directors.  To 
delve a little deeper and gain the fundamental 
knowledge required to function as a director 
in Singapore, the one-day Board and Director 
Fundamentals has also added to our suite of 
courses available. 
 

EXPANDING HORIZONS

CPD renewed!

EXPANDING HORIZONSBy GRAHAM OWENS
 Head, Professional Development
 SID

Professional development is vital for directors 
and a cornerstone of SID’s core objectives. 
In Singapore, Guideline 1.6 of the Code of 
Corporate Governance 2012 states that all 
directors should receive regular and ongoing 
training. The Board is now expected to disclose 
information on such training provision, 
including the induction and orientation of 
directors who are joining the Board for the first 
time or are first time directors at Board level. 

To meet these evolving needs, SID has reviewed its 
approach to continuing professional development 
(CPD), and revamped  its curriculum and 
activities. The result is a number of initiatives that 
began rolling out in early 2014, and will continue 
to be introduced over the coming months. 

The first significant initiative is SID’s new CPD 
policy.  Announced in late 2013, and featured in 
the last issue of the SID Directors’ Bulletin, CPD 
became a mandatory requirement to maintain 
active membership of SID from January 2014.  
Full details of the are available on the SID 
website, but the essentials of this policy are:

• The CPD programme is mandatory for all SID 
Ordinary Members and Fellows. 

• SID members must attain at least 60 CPD 
hours over a 3 year period.

• At least 24 CPD hours must be verifiable or 
structured learning.
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At the other end of the experience spectrum, 
SID’s Chairmen’s Conversations, a series of 
roundtable style events, has been developed 
to allow board chairmen and major board 
committee chairs, to engage with their peers 
and discuss challenges and opportunities 
presented by topical issues and events.   
[Ed: Check out Chairmen: From agenda to action 
on Page 14.] 

Also aimed at the experienced director is SID’s 
new and exciting partnership with INSEAD.   
The renowned International Directors Programme 
is brought to Singapore, and indeed Asia, for 
the first time.  The programme provides an 
educational experience with a global viewpoint 
that takes directors to the next level by focusing 
on excellence in international boardroom practice.   

It also gives participants the opportunity gain the 
highly respected INSEAD Certificate in Corporate 
Governance. [Ed: Check out SID partners INSEAD 
on Page 22.] 

Our broad-based curriculum will continue to 
feature all SID’s existing offerings and run regular 
“hot-topic” events to ensure the latest regulatory, 
governance and strategy issues are brought to 
members in a timely, accessible way.  So keep   
a look out for topics of interest and join us to keep 
your knowledge up to date. 

SID looks forward to welcoming all of you to 
our range of 2014 CPD training programmes 
and events.  And of course for the well trained, 
competent director, such additional scrutiny may 
well provide a wealth of opportunities.

Focus
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This is not to say that businesses have never 
taken on social responsibilities. Corporate Social 
Responsibility is not even a new term, having 
become popular back in the 1960s. Early efforts 
can be seen at Cadbury’s in the UK and Lever 
Brothers which set the standard in governance, 
employment, manufacturing practices and 
community engagement.

One of the best examples in Asia is the Tata 
Group, whose stated purpose is “improving the 
quality of life in the communities we serve”.   
This reflects the values of Jamsetji Tata who 
founded the Group in 1868.  When he was 
planning to establish an iron and steel company, 
he had a vision for the town in which the steel 
plant would be located.

In instructions to his son Dorabji, he said:  
“Be sure to lay wide streets planted with shady 
trees, every other of a quick-growing variety.  
Be sure that there is plenty of space for lawns and 
gardens. Reserve large areas for football, hockey 
and parks. Earmark areas for Hindu temples, 
Mohammedan mosques and Christian churches.”
 
In honour of his work, the city was renamed 
Jamshedpur in 1919, after him. Jamshedpur has been 
selected as one of the cities for the Global Compact 
Cities Pilot Programme by United Nations, the only 
one selected in India and South Asia. 

Not only is corporate social responsibility a means 
of doing good in society, some businesses have 

CORPORATE HEART

Business with heart

CORPORATE HEART
By  ROBERT CHEW
 SID Council Member

The business of business is business.  

Since the beginning of civilisation, man has 
demarcated society into clear jurisdictions: 
government to govern, religion and eduction,  
and business to do business. 

This mindset of business for business is no 
longer viable.

The Global Risks 2014 report, recently released by 
World Economic Forum found that the greatest 
global risk factor over the next decade is income 
disparity, followed by extreme weather events 
and high structural unemployment. 

If business had a hand in creating the issue, 
surely business must shoulder a part of the 
solution. After all, business, in the pursuit of 
economic growth and profitability, is a root cause 
of pollution and environmental degradation and 
even labour unrest.  

At the Caux Round Table 2013 Conference on 
Sustainable Development in Bangkok, a three-
minute video had a deep impact on me. While 
it might have been an over-dramatisation, it 
motivated everyone to champion sustainable 
development.

For business to confine itself to business (let 
government worry about Carbon footprints, 
sustainable development and labour unrest)   
is simply not an option.
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even branded themselves successfully on ethical 
values. Others have used CSR initiatives to manage 
risks in supply chains.  CSR can also help improve 
the image of the business in attracting prospective 
hires and in retaining existing employees, especially 
among the younger generation.

CSR continues to evolve.  Michael Porter’s 
Harvard Business Review article Strategy 
& Society: The Link Between Competitive 
Advantage and Corporate Social Responsibility 
introduced Creating Shared Value, which is based 
on the idea that corporate success and social 
welfare are interdependent.  In the long term, 
businesses must embrace doing good into doing 
well.  The challenges and risks mentioned at the 
beginning of this article cannot be ignored by 
businesses.  Corporations should have a heart 
and this should be at the heart of corporations.

Pope Francis aptly describes some of the 
challenges of the world today: “The great 
danger in today’s world, pervaded as it is 
by consumerism, is… the feverish pursuit of 
frivolous pleasures… There is no longer room   
for others, no place for the poor… 

“The worldwide crisis affecting finance and the 
economy lays bare their imbalances and, above 
all, their lack of real concern for human beings… 
While the earnings of a minority are growing 
exponentially, so too is the gap separating the 
majority from the prosperity enjoyed by those 
happy few… In this system, which tends to 
devour everything which stands in the way of 
increased profits, whatever is fragile, like the 
environment, is defenseless.”

Not when business works with the rest of society.

The Link Between Competitive 
Advantage and Corporate Social 
Responsibility introduced 

Creating Shared Value, 
which is based on the idea that 
corporate success and social welfare 
are interdependent. In the long term, 
businesses must embrace doing good 
into doing well.
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Who Duals?
Different exchanges have different rules when 
it comes to dual-class shares – shares that have 
different control or voting rights. 

The UK discourages them to the point of 
extinction, although they were in vogue in the 
1960s. In continental Europe, they are allowed.

In the US, the structure has become de rigeur 
for the hottest tech IPOs, from Facebook and 
LinkedIn. to Zynga and Groupon.

In Singapore, the Companies Act is in the process 
of being amended to allow public companies 
to issue non-voting and multiple-vote shares. 
The Ministry of Finance said that this will give 
companies “greater flexibility in raising capital, 
and meet different investor preferences”. 
 
When this change becomes effective in the second 
half of 2014, the ball will be in SGX’s court to 
decide whether or not listed companies should be 
allowed to issue shares with varying voting rights.

The Two Sides of Dual Shares
There are good reasons for disallowing dual  
class shares. 

The one-share one-vote system lets all 
shareholders exercise their collective wisdom to 
elect the board of directors who, in turn, appoint 
management to run the company in the interests 
of shareholders. The board of directors is thus 
fully accountable to all the shareholders.

BOARDROOM MATTERS

To dual or not to dual?

By  ADRIAN CHAN
 Vice-Chairman, SID

Both the Hong Kong and Singapore exchanges 
currently have a “one-share-one-vote” system. 
To control a company, one needs to have a 
significant number of shares. 

Alibaba, China’s leading internet group with a 
potential market value of US$60 billion, wanted 
to bend this rule in Hong Kong when it explored 
an IPO. It demanded that its management team 
– mainly founders and senior executives – have 
an ongoing right to nominate a majority of board 
members, even though they only have 13 per cent 
ownership of the company.

Even as talks between the company and the Hong 
Kong Stock Exchange collapsed in September 
2013, it appears that both sides are now backing 
down. The exchange is said to be considering a 
reform of its listing rules, while Alibaba is said to 
be willing to renegotiate a listing in Hong Kong.

BOARDROOM
MATTERS

S I N G A P O R E
INSTITUTE OF
D I R E C T O R S
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Giving free rein to the management team to 
appoint the majority of the board of directors 
is viewed by many as upsetting the cart of 
good corporate governance.  After all, a board 
appointed by management is likely to be friendly 
to it, and lacking in independence. 

Can such a board truly discharge its duty to 
ensure that management makes compensation, 
investment, and financing decisions that are in 
the best interests of all shareholders? 

On the flip side, there is just as strong a case to 
be made for allowing management time and 
resources to execute its vision. 

As to equity, the argument is that as long as 
management’s influence on the choice of directors 
is fully disclosed and known, this fact will be 
reflected in the share price of the company. 

Which type of share structure is better for 
shareholders? The experience of the US in this 
area is mixed:

• Some dual-class stock companies have 
performed exceptionally well, e.g.  Google, 
Nike, Comcast, Berkshire Hathaway.

• Some dual-class stock companies perform 
at average, but raise the ire of investors who 
agitate for change, e.g. News Corp, The New 
York Times, Ford Motor Company.

• Some dual-class stock companies are led by 
executives who are alleged to have abused 
their power, e.g.  Hollinger International.

• More than a few single-class stock companies 
have destroyed shareholder value, e.g. 
Worldcom, Enron, Tyco, Healthsouth.

A Pragmatic Approach
In corporate governance, sometimes one size does 
not fit all. 

Dual-class structures clearly have benefits and 
drawbacks.

One approach might be to allow dual-class 
structures, but at the same time have checks and 
balances to mitigate the risks.

Such checks and balances could include:

• Requiring full and ongoing disclosure of 
the relationships between members of the 
management team and directors.

• Allowing the public shares some rights to 
approve or veto certain major corporate 
actions, such as changes to the core business, 
constitution of the company, liquidation, etc.

• Giving management shareholders a qualified 
right to appoint the board. The right, for 
example, can be nullified if there are early 
warning signs or red flags of impending 
insolvency, potential events of default, 
qualifications to the accounts, and where there 
are material conflicts of interest.

• Limiting the management shares to only 
founder-managers.

• Requiring the Nominating Committee to 
comprise entirely of independent directors. 
This is a tightening of the current position 
in the Code of Corporate Governance which 
only requires the Nominating Committee 
to be made up of a majority of independent 
directors.

These suggestions are not too difficult to provide 
in the Listing Manual or even to enshrine in   
a company’s constitution. 

Such an approach could allow an exchange to be 
competitive and attractive to successful companies 
with founder-managers, while maintaining 
the confidence of other shareholders that their 
interests are protected. 

Boardroom Matters is a weekly column by SID for the Business 
Times and its online financial portal, BT Invest. This article was 
first published in BT Invest and Business Times in January 2014.  
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15th AGM

Meanwhile five council members retired at the 
AGM: Mr John Lim Kok Min (Past Chairman),  
Mr Basil Chan, Mr Kee Teck Koon, Dr Ahmad 
Magad and Ms Yeo Lian Sim. SID thanks the 
retiring council members for their years of 
dedicated service and contributions.

SID held its 15th Annual General Meeting on  
20 November, 2013 which saw Mr Richard Teng, 
Deputy Chief Regulatory Officer of Singapore 
Exchange elected to the SID Governing Council. 

At the same time, seven council members were 
re-elected to the Governing Council. They were:

• Ms Kala Anandarajah
• Mr Willie Cheng 
• Mr Robert Chew 
• Mr Chaly Mah
• Mr Andy Tan
• Ms Tan Yen Yen
• Mr Yeoh Oon Jin
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At the breakfast roundtable attended by 21 
participants, Ambassador Yang said one challenge 
companies face balancing short term solutions 
and protecting long term reputation. Convincing 
the board of the need to focus on long-term value 
creation may be a challenging task therefore 
it is essential to understand expectations and 
principles as well as the institutional background, 
she said.

SID NEWS

Creating value
Companies need to focus of value creation, which 
is the long-term stewardship – by management 
and the board – of the firm to improve reputation 
and trust and increase for its clients, employees, 
shareholders and the community.

Speaking at the SID Directors’ Conference on 
“Value Creation: From Processes to Outcomes”, 
Ambassador Linda Tsao Yang stressed that 
directors’ responsibility to be accountable to all 
shareholders equally, and not simply to protect 
the interests of those who appointed them.

Risk keys
Six key elements make up an Enterprise Risk 
Management framework and companies looking 
to set up proactive systems to mitigate risks need 
to have all six. These are Assurance, Culture, Risk 
Process, Risk Strategy and Policy, Risk Structure, 
as well as Risk Systems and Tools. 

These elements were all discussed and 
elaborated on at the SID-organised breakfast 
talk on Proactive Risk Management led 
by Mr Neo Sing Hwee, a partner with Ernst 
& Young; and Assoc Prof Foo See Liang from 
Singapore Management University. 

Companies looking to get started on enterprise 
risk management need first to factor their risk 

appetite, risk tolerance, said the speakers.  
They should also develop Key Risk Indicators 
in their business. The talk, with 50 participants, 
also examined the case studies of Tiger Airways 
and SMRT.
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DATE  EVENT DETAILS

20 November 2013  SID Annual General Meeting

21 – 22 November 2013 Singapore Listed Company Director Essentials Programme    
(Mandarin) in Beijing, China

22 November 2013 Board Chairmen’s Conversation: The Role of the Board  
Chairman in Setting the Board Agenda and Impacting the  
Business Strategy

28 November 2013 Breakfast Roundtable Discussion with Ambassador Yang: Corporate 
Governance as Value Creation, but What and Whose Value?

4 December 2013 SID-PwC: How Effectively is your Company Managing Bribery and 
Corruption Risk?

16 January 2014 LCD Module 1: Understanding the Regulatory Environment in 
Singapore – What Every Director Ought to Know

21 January 2014 SID-EY-SMU: ‘When a Crisis Hits’ Lessons in Proactive Risk 
Management

27 January 2014 The Revised COSO Internal Control Framework: What’s Changed, 
Why and So What? What YOU Need to Know.  

28 January 2014 Creating High Performance Boards – Challenges and Opportunities

Understanding COSO

SID’s past events (Nov 2013 - Jan 2014)

COSO – the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organisations of the Treadway Commission – 
revised the Internal Control Framework in 2013 
to help companies develop cost-effective systems 
of internal control. To help Singapore companies 
benefit from this revision, SID, together with 
Protiviti and the Institute of Internal Auditors 
Singapore, held a lunch talk with COSO 
Chairman Bob Hirth. 

He discussed details of the revised Internal 
Control Framework with background on the 
revision process; and highlights on governance, 
risk and compliance. Mr Hirth also advised the 60 
participants on transitioning to the specifications 
of the revised framework.

SID NEWS
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Race across the Atlantic

By  DAVID CONNER
 SID Council Member

September 9, 2013.  I was on the new 70-foot 
racing yacht sponsored by Henri Lloyd, the 
sailing clothing manufacturer, ready to depart 
Brest, France.  We were about to race 5400 
nautical miles across the Atlantic Ocean! 

The race, against 11 other identical yachts would 
end at Rio de Janeiro and for me – as with most  
of my 18 crewmates – it was a first.

I had first heard about Clipper Ventures when the 
previous fleet came into Singapore in February 
2012. When I learned that they accepted crew 
members between the ages of 18 and 75, I knew  
I had a chance to join!

After three separate weeks of training in the 
English Channel in June and August 2012 and 
then in August 2013, we were ready to take on the 
Atlantic. Crossing the Bay of Biscay was the first 
objective and with 20 knot winds in our face we 
were tacking and heeling some 20 degrees from 

AFTER HOURS

vertical. Five of my crewmates spent their first 
three days in their bunks, seasick. Once past the 
Bay, we set a heading past the Canary Islands and 
then southward to Brazil.
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Life on a racing yacht is strictly scheduled 
and comforts are minimal at best. The deck is 
almost completely flat with nothing other than 
the helming wheels, winches and lines, cleats, 
jammers and other sailing essentials, including 
the mast and rigging, of course. The deck is like 
sandpaper, for grip and safety. A man overboard 
would be a disaster. 

The minimalism continues below decks. Space 
is cramped. Bunks are only large enough for the 
average man to wedge into, and rigged with 
pulleys so they can be angled flat when the boat 
is heeling. The all-important galley is just big 
enough for two cooks to stand and the stove 
pivots to stay flat when the boat pitches and rolls. 
The saloon, around the galley has room for about 
ten to sit. The two heads – naval-speak for toilets 
– are basic, manually pumped dry and equipped 
with a canvas curtain for a door.

Racing is hard work. When the wind changes 
sails have to be changed to maintain maximum 
speed. Head sails weigh 150 Kg and take six 
crew to bring up and hank onto the forestay. 
Spinnakers are lighter but huge – as big as 

a tennis court – and tricky to hoist and recover.  
And it takes careful coordination of all the crew 
on deck, fore and aft, to ensure smooth changes. 

We worked on rotating shifts, four hours 
on and four hours off with two hour “dog 
watches” from 4:00 to 6:00 and 6:00 to 8:00 
PM.  That means if you were on watch from 
midnight to 4:00 AM one night, the next night 
you would be off at that time.  And every 9 
days it was time for one crew member from 
each watch to be on “mother” watch, and 
cook and clean for the rest of the crew all day, 
a highly stressful job: imagine what happens 
when 20 crew get a lousy meal! There is a 
reward though: you are the only crew who gets 
a full night’s sleep! Otherwise, the most sleep 
one gets is three and a half hours when off 
watch, usually twice a day. 

On deck, sailing is very much about nature in all 
its glory. Pods of dolphins would dance in our 
bow wave and wake. There are schools of flying 
fish too which at night would often hit crew 
members as they sail across the deck. Needless to 
say, the sunrises and sunsets are phenomenal. 

AFTER HOURS
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fresh water on board, showers are otherwise 
limited to a once a week.

Finally, after 27 days at sea, we sailed into Rio de 
Janeiro. It felt like a lifetime. 

We finished third in the fleet of 12 – a podium 
finish! – and it was a wonderful bonus to a 
unforgettable adventure. 

[Ed: If this is on your bucket list, check out 
www.clipperroundtheworld]

AFTER HOURS

The weather, though, can be unpredictable but 
we learned to take it all in our stride. Things can 
get scary when it is pitch dark with overcast skies 
and you have to helm using the wind/speed/
directions instruments as best you can.  

Close to the equator, in the doldrums, there is 
almost no wind and it gets very hot. There are 
lots of squalls; sudden rainstorms much like what 
we get in Singapore which bring tricky wind 
conditions. A squall on a warm day spells “bath”. 
Everyone comes on deck with shampoo and 
shower gel for a bonus shower. With the limited 
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SID’s Upcoming Events

SID UPCOMING EVENTS

Core Professional Development Programmes
 PROGRAMME DATE TIME VENUE
LCD Module 1: Understanding the Regulatory Environment in Singapore 18 Mar 2014 0900 – 1730  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 2: Audit Committee Essentials 20 Mar 2014 0900 – 1230 Marina Mandarin Singapore
So, You Want to be a Director?  26 Mar 2014 0900 – 1100  Capital Tower
LCD Module 3: Risk Management Essentials 28 Mar 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 4: Nominating Committee & Remuneration Committee Essentials 3 Apr 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-SMU Executive Certificate in Directorship Module 1: The Role of Directors 14 – 16 Apr 2014 0900 – 1700  SMU Campus
LCD Module 5: Investor & Media Relations 16 Apr 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
Board & Director Fundamentals  23 Apr 2014 0900 – 1730 Capital Tower
EBL Module 1: Effective Board  24 Apr 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 1: Understanding the Regulatory Environment in Singapore 6 May 2014 0900 – 1730  Marina Mandarin Singapore
EBL Module 2: The Board and Fund Raising 15 May 2014 0900 – 1230 Marina Mandarin Singapore
EBL Module 3: Enterprise Risk Management 22 May 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-SMU Executive Certificate in Directorship Module 3: Finance for Directors 26 – 28 May 2014 0900 – 1700  SMU Campus
So, You Want to be a Director?   28 May 2014 0900 – 1100  Capital Tower
EBL Module 4: Financial Literacy & Governance 30 May 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Essentials Programme in Mandarin 12 – 13 Jun 2014 0900 – 1700  To be advised
Board & Director Fundamentals (BDF)  18 Jun 2014 0900 – 1730  Capital Tower
INSEAD International Directors Programme Module 1:      
Board Effectiveness and Dynamics  22 – 25 Jun 2014 0900 – 1700  INSEAD Campus Singapore
SID-SMU Executive Certificate in Directorship Module 2:      
Assessing Strategic Performance  23 – 25 Jun 2014 0900 – 1700  SMU Campus
LCD Module 1: Understanding the Regulatory Environment in Singapore 9 Jul 2014 0900 - 1730 Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 2: Audit Committee Essentials 10 Jul 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 3: Risk Management Essentials 10 Jul 2014 1400 – 1730 Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-SMU Executive Certificate in Directorship Module 4: Risk and Crisis Management 10 – 11 Jul 2014 0900 – 1700  SMU Campus
LCD Module 4: Nominating Committee & Remuneration Committee Essentials 11 Jul 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 5: Investor & Media Relations 11 Jul 2014 1400 – 1730  Marina Mandarin Singapore
So, You Want to be a Director?   22 Jul 2014 0900 – 1100  Capital Tower
SID-SMU Executive Certificate in Directorship Module 5:      
Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility & Investor Relations 11 – 12 Aug 2014 0900 – 1700  SMU Campus
Board & Director Fundamentals  21 Aug 2014 0900 – 1730  Capital Tower
SID-SMU Executive Certificate in Directorship Module 6:      
Effective Succession Planning &  Compensation Decisions 8 – 9 Sep 2014 0900 – 1700  SMU Campus
LCD Module 2: Audit Committee Essentials 17 Sep2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 3: Risk Management Essentials 18 Sep 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
So, You Want to be a Director?   25 Sep 2014 0900 – 1100  Capital Tower
INSEAD International Directors Programme Module 2:      
Board Decision Making and Oversight  29 Sep – 1 Oct 2014 0900 – 1700  INSEAD Campus Singapore
The Essentials of Corporate Governance (Yangon, Myanmar) 3 Oct 2014 0900 – 1700  To be advised   
    Yangon, Myanmar
EBL Module 1: Effective Board  8 Oct 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
EBL Module 2: The Board and Fund Raising 8 Oct 2014 1400 – 1730  Marina Mandarin Singapore
EBL Module 3: Enterprise Risk Management 9 Oct 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
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SID’s Upcoming Events
EBL Module 4: Financial Literacy & Governance 9 Oct 2014 1400 – 1730  Marina Mandarin Singapore
Board & Director Fundamentals  14 Oct 2014 0900 – 1730  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 1: Understanding the Regulatory Environment in Singapore 17 Oct 2014 0900 – 1730 Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 4: Nominating Committee & Remuneration Committee Essentials 22 Oct 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Module 5: Investor & Media Relations 29 Oct 2014 0900 – 1230  Marina Mandarin Singapore
LCD Essentials Programme in Mandarin 20 – 21 Nov 2014 0900 – 1700  To be advised
So, You Want to be a Director?  2 Dec 2014 0900 – 1100  Capital Tower
INSEAD International Directors Programme Module 3:      
Director Effectiveness and Development 15 – 18 Dec 2014 0900 – 1700  INSEAD Campus,   
    Fontainebleau, France

Course schedule is subject to changes. Please refer to SID website at www.sid.org.sg for the latest updates.

SID UPCOMING EVENTS

Other Professional Development Programmes
 PROGRAMME DATE TIME VENUE
SID-Hay Group: Director & Top Executive Remuneration Survey 25 Feb 2014 0900 – 1100  Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-Towers Watson: Strategic Compensation – 5 Things Directors Must Know 27 Mar 2014 0900 – 1100 Marina Mandarin Singapore
Board Risk Committee Chairmen’s Conversation 3 Apr 2014 0830 – 1100  Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-DPI Asia: Strategic Decision Making 16 Apr 2014 0900 – 1100 Marina Mandarin Singapore
Nominating Committee Chairmen’s Conversation 14 May 2014 1100 – 1300  Marina Mandarin Singapore
Board Chairmen’s Conversation: Crisis Management 13 Jun 2014 1100 – 1300  Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-IIAS: 20 Questions Every Audit Committee Should Ask 25 Jul 2014 0900 – 1100 Marina Mandarin Singapore
Audit Committee Chairmen’s Conversation 13 Aug 2014 1100 – 1300  Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-Boardroom: Sustainable Business – The Role of the Board  2 Sep 2014 0900 – 1100  Marina Mandarin Singapore
Board Chairmen’s Conversation  23 Sep 2014 1100 – 1300  Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID-Towers Watson: Setting Long Term Incentives 29 Oct 2014 0900 – 1100  Marina Mandarin Singapore
Remuneration Committee Chairmen’s Conversation 5 Nov 2014 1100 – 1300 Marina Mandarin Singapore

Major Events
 EVENT DATE TIME VENUE
2013 Board of Directors’ Survey Launch 17 Mar 2014 1000 – 1200 Marina Mandarin Singapore
ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard 4 Apr 2014 0900 – 1100 Marina Mandarin Singapore
Achieving Excellence in Corporate Governance 19 May 2014 0900 – 1100 The Ritz-Carlton, Millenia Singapore
SID Annual Directors’ Conference 2014  3 Sep 2014 0900 – 1730  Marina Bay Sands Singapore
Annual Corporate Governance Roundup 18 Nov 2014 1000 – 1200   Marina Mandarin Singapore
SID Annual General Meeting  18 Nov 2014 1330 – 1430 Marina Mandarin Singapore

Socials
 EVENT DATE TIME VENUE
Members’ Night: Fit for Leisure – How to Prevent and Treat Injuries in Sports 21 Feb 2014 1800 – 1900 Capital Tower
Members’ Night  23 May 2014 1800 – 1900  Capital Tower
SID Golf Tournament 2014  27 Jun 2014 1100 – 2100  Sentosa Golf Club
Members’ Night  22 Aug 2014 1800 – 1900  Capital Tower
Members’ Night  21 Nov 2014 1800 – 1900  Capital Tower
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November 2013
Ang Hao Yao
Ayliffe Robert
Bartlett Milton Thomas
Burns Grant
Chan Mung Tak
Chokka Christopher
Chua Anne
Chua Song Khim
Iqbal Sarwar
Karuppiah Chandra Sekaran
Kek Wei Chuan
Keng Yeng Pheng
Koh Meng Wee Andrew
Kumar Rajah
Kwok Wei Woon Joseph
Kwok Yung Chu Julia
Lam Kwong Fai Thomas
Leaver Rodney Fielding
Leong Lynette
Leong Shin Loon
Leong Wen How
Lim Sidney
Lim Yi Ping
Low Wee Guan
MacDonald Colin
Moyse  Simon
Ng Kiat
Nyam Kwong Cheng Sophia

SID Governing Council 2014

December 2013
Aiyar Sanjiv Kumar
Chan Kok Seong
Cheam Hing Lee
Chew Angie Monksfield
Chew Choon Seng
Chng Yih Fei
Chua How Khiang
Doshi Ojas Nitin
Dyer Steven Ross
Kang Soon Lee Eugene
Kwek Geok Lan
Leow Chin Boon
Mahadevan Gengadaram
Ng Zee Howe Alex
North Denise

January 2014
Goh Hock Seng Peter
Hoon Ching Sing
Kundu Arunava
Kunkel Heidi
Lee Swee Ann Ryan
Lim Chin Teck Lionel
Lim Paul
Loh Aric
O’Dwyer Brian
Selvanayagam Roland Kenneth
Subramanian Sathish
Tan Ngiak Kng Henry
Tan Wah Yuan
Vestring Till

Welcome to the Family!

TREASURER
Soh Gim Teik

IMMEDIATE   
PAST-CHAIRMAN
John Lim Kok Min

CHAIRMAN
Willie Cheng

FIRST VICE-CHAIRMAN
Adrian Chan Pengee

SECOND VICE-CHAIRMAN
Yvonne Goh

COUNCIL MEMBERS
Kala Anandarajah
Robert Chew
Wilson Chew
David Conner
Daniel Ee
Kevin Kwok
Lim Chin Hu

Phua  Chin Chor
Scrimgeour Robin
Tai Ivy
Tan Han Beng Lance
Tan Seok Hoon
Tan Tat Chu
Tay Hun Kiat
Thongtheppairot Prapakon
Tindall Andrew
Tiong Gilbert Tak Giew
Wong Pakshong Jennifer

Ooi Chuan Hock Clement
Quek Poh Yong Simon
Ramaswami Muthukrishnan
Sim Kwee Soik Theresa
Subramanian Kumaravel Pillai
Tan Kim Han Raymond
Tan Zing Yan
Teo Yee Hean
Teo Lay Lim
Tham Ming Soong
Toh Chooi Gait
Tunstall Stephen John
Yap Janson

Elaine Lim
Chaly Mah
Andy Tan Chye Guan
Tan Yen Yen
Richard Teng
Wong Su-Yen
Yeoh Oon Jin

WELCOME TO THE FAMILY
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